










Rearview Mirror: 2020-2021 

This has been an incredibly challenging school year for our students, staff, parents, and community: 

● The continual controversy of how we should be operating certainly created anxiety and, for the most part,
disappointment due to our reliance on comprehensive distance learning (CDL) for the majority of the school year.

● We anxiously waited for Covid case counts and test positivity rates.
● We relearned, started over, pivoted, and responded anew with each set of updated state guidance.
● We dealt with the tragic impact of the wildfires.
● We worked our way through the sorrow that came from the passing of teacher Ann Williams as well as coach Kelsey

Harris.

But despite all of that… 
● We held graduation Tuesday night, and over 200 students received diplomas. Twenty-six of them were from Ralston

Academy. Our grad rate will be over 80%, and we are still working on getting students across the line. There will be
another graduation ceremony specifically for these students.

o Craig Swanson and the HS team have worked incredibly hard to make this a reality, and we thank them, along
with our entire system of LCSD educators and support staff who played a role in getting those seniors to the
stage.

● This year, we implemented common learning platforms for students, Canvas, Seesaw, and Zoom. Evan Brammer and
his Canvas all-stars did a fantastic job supporting staff through this.

● All of our students were provided Chromebooks, and our systems did an excellent job of supporting the increased
needs. Thanks, Alisha Port and Peter Klinger.

● Our custodians and maintenance crews were incredible, and our transportation team made the adjustments
necessary for us to operate.

● Angie Gorman and her food services team were perhaps our MVP’s, providing meals to all students without a break in
service.

● Linn County Health Authority and Todd Noble took on an incredible challenge that we all need to thank them for.
● In the schools, our staff were challenged daily. They continued to work creatively and with focus in order to serve our

students amidst the many obstacles. They are heroes.
● Our administrators have continually faced a moving target, where no decision comes easily, and all of them have

done exceptionally.
● The work and contributions of Laura Warren and Bonita Randklev were instrumental to us being able to continually

adjust our operations to take advantage of updated guidance.
o We were also able to get both classified and certified contracts in place for the next three years. Kim

Grousbeck, Jennifer Meckley, Laura Warren, and Bonita Randklev were vital in getting this accomplished.
● The scars and learning loss due to Covid have become our immediate and future concern. We are and will continue to

aggressively address these issues. Summer school starts on Monday and is a first step in that mission.

Finally, I specifically want to acknowledge Jennifer Meckley for all her grit, toughness, and strong leadership through this year. 

I want to thank the School Board for trusting our decision-making and for their support.  

I want to thank our parents and guardians who have done whatever it takes to support their children. 

And I thank the students for sticking with it, for asking for help, for hanging in there, and for doing your best even when it was 
hard. You have made us all better.  

I am so glad that this year is behind us, and I’m looking forward to starting again with a stronger LSCD. 
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